AccuCut & AccuQuilt Go! Rental
The Accucut GrandeMARK Roller Die Cutting Machine and the AccuQuilt Go! are available for
in-store rental at Ben Franklin Crafts. What a great way to cut your new or stash fabrics!




Rental is just $15.00 per hour or $7.50 per half hour
Quickly cut fabric for your next quilt project.
The machines are very simple to use and pain free!

How to use:
 Place a specially designed quilt shape die on the machine’s tray.
 Place up to 10 layers* (4 layers for the Go) of fabric on top and turn the easy-roll handle.
 You will get multiples of your shapes in seconds with accurate cuts, every time!
 *The number of layers varies by fabric type and quality
Please call ahead to check availability. Call 262-567-0271 to reserve time for using either of
our die cutting machines. Look on our website for AccuCut paper die cutting information.

Our collection of fabric cutting dies includes:
(Images not shown to scale)

AccuQuilt Go! Fabric Cutting Dies
Baby, Baby



Cuts a duck and
teddy bear with
accent pieces



4”w x 4”h
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Butterfly





Carefree
Alphabet Set

Specially sized to
use with pre-cut
10″ squares



Coordinate with
other leaf and
flower dies for a
garden scene



8″w x 7″h



2 Die Set



3″ tall letters





Cardinal




Use for quilts,
holiday home
decor, apparel
and gift tags
4-3/8"w x 41/2"h



Perfect for
Halloween
projects

Looks like oldfashioned
refrigerator
magnets!



Both pieces are 51/8″ w



Cat: 7-3/8″ h

Easy way to
customize any
project

Bat: 3″ h

Circles

Cat & Bat

Critters



Three sizes:



2”, 3” or 5”



Dragonfly, Bee or
Butterfly



4-7/8”w x 4”h
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Cupcake

Hexagons





Fall Medley

Pointed top,
rounded top
and base
3-7/8"w x 41/2"h,
assembled



Die cut up to 2
layers of paper or
cardstock for
paper piecing



Die cut up to 6
layers of fabric



1″ finished sides



Cuts five shapes



Pumpkin: 43/8”x4”



Cuts 2 kinds of
flowers



Acorn (2 piece)





Oak leaf: 211/16”x4”

Three
flower center
choices



Maple Leaf: 4-7/8”
x 5”



4”w x 4-1/8”h



Use with the
Circles die to
create accessories
and toppers for
your snowman



Use the bow with
the Squares die to
make appliqué
gift boxes in
several sizes

Hearts

Funky Flowers

Holiday Accessories



Cuts 3 sizes



2″, 3″, 4″



Cut perfectly
shaped hearts
every time



Cute for gift tags
and ornaments!
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Holiday Medley



Precisely cut these
classic designs
from multiple
layers of fabric at
the same time.



Tree 4-7/16w x
5″h



Snowflake 43/8″w x 5″h



Holly 2″w x 3-1/4″

Carefree Number Set

NEW!


3″ tall numbers



Looks like oldfashioned
refrigerator
magnets!



Easy way to
customize any
project

Owl

Log Cabin



Quickly and
accurately cut
1-1/2" logs to
create blocks
from 5" to 12"
square

Orange



Play with color and
design to create a
variety of unique
designs.
4-1/2″w x 4-1/2″h

Peel
Pumpkins



Experiment with
shape placement for
unique personalities



4″w x 4-1/2″h
Use your
imagination (and
this link!) to create
other characters



Cut three different
pumpkins



Mix and match the
stems



Tallest pumpkin
dimensions: 3-1/8″w x
4-1/2″h
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Reindeer

Rose of Sharon #2


Coordinate with Sleigh
& Snowflakes or
Holiday Medley



Cuts eight different
shapes – 5 roses, 2
leaves and a center



4-13/16"w x 47/16"h



Largest flower is 5″w x
6-3/8″h assembled



Edyta Sitar’s signature
shapes



Team with other dies
for amazing
possibilities



Largest piece (stem) is
1″w x 10″h

Rustling Leaves #4

Simple Shapes






Maple and oak
leaves
Create projects for
all seasons by
changing the leaf
color
Largest leaf: 2-5/8″w
x 4-1/8″ h

Serendipity Speciality Set

NEW!


8 die set – appliqué and
geometric shapes



Basket, Flower, Flower in
Basket, Little Butterfly,
Circle, Heart, Star



6” dies
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Sleigh & Snowflakes



Cuts four shapes




Reindeer
o 5-5/8” x 5”h
Sleigh
o 5-7/16” x
4”h




2 snowflakes
3-1/2” x 4”h

Stars


2″, 3″ and 4″ stars



Create flag stars,
patriotic quilts,
holiday ornaments
and more



Mix and match sizes
in your project



Three adorable train
cars and an engine



Use for blankets, bags
and baby/toddler
decor



Pieces are 4-7/8″ h



widest piece is 5-5/8

Includes handle,
canopies and cap
dies






Edyta Sitar design





Rotate umbrellas to
add dimension to
your project



9" finished
Die includes seam
allowance
Make giant rings, 1/2
rings or 1/4 rings for
quick and easy quilts
40 wedges form a 38"
circle

Squares

Train


Three sizes:



4-1/2”w x 4-1/2”h



2-1/2” x 2-1/2”
2-1/2” x 2-1/2” half
square triangles

Umbrella

Wedge

NEW!




Finished size: 83/4” wide by 9-3/8”
high
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AccuCut GrandeMark Studio Dies
The “Take 5” Quilt

5″ charm squares

1-1/2” strips



2” strips

3” strips

Die cut 8 squares at
one time.



Die cut 6 strips at
one time.



These strips are
great for log cabins,
a scrappy strips
quilt, or make up a
design of your own!



Die cut 4 strips at
one time.



Combine all the
strips sizes for a
random strip quilt!



The possibilities are
endless!

2-1/2” strips



Die cut the three
shapes required for
the Take 5 quilt at
one time.



In less than 20
minutes you can have
the entire top cut!



Pattern and sample in
the fabric
department.



Die cut 8 strips at one
time.



These strips are great
for log cabins,
crocheting, a scrappy
strip quilt or locker
hooking!



Die cut 5 strips at one
time.



Cut your own jelly rolls
strips!



That finished quilt is
just hours away!



Die cut the straight
feather or a tear shape
feather.



Iron on your favorite
fusible and then cut!
Just peel and press in
place.

Feathers
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5″ Pinked Square





4 ½” Circle

Cut fabric into 11″
strips
Fold the strips
in thirds to die
cut 12 – 5″ pinked
squares



You can make 36 –
5″ pinked squares
out of 1 yard of
fabric! Finished size
is 4”.



Cut out multiple
circles to appliqué
on top of quilt,
giving added
dimension



Rag Quilts

Use for Yo-Yo’s.



Cut all your rag pieces
AND the fringe!



We have the 8-1/2”
square, 5-1/4” square,
and the 5-1/4” x 8-1/2”
rectangle plus the dies
to cut the batting
pieces.

Tumblers

NEW!
9” Tumbler




We have the 3-1/2,” 61/2,″ and 9” Tumbler
dies.
Cute baby quilt or
stashbuster!
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